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Abstract

Running-specific prostheses enable amputee athletes to perform at the highest level. However, current prosthesis design still impairs sprinting performance in multiple ways. An example is the constant mechanical stiffness of the prosthetic devices. The dynamic behaviour of the blade is determined by this property, but it is static and cannot change according to the gait phase-specific sprinting dynamics. During acceleration a different stiffness might be required as opposed to steady state running. Therefore, it is hypothesised that amputee athletes can improve their performance with prostheses that have a gait phase-specific stiffness.

In order to investigate the effect of stiffness on amputee sprinting performance a novel and unprece- dented modelling approached is used. Modelling is economical and straightforward in comparison to other research methods such as laboratory experiments. In this thesis, an extension of the established Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum model is proposed that qualitatively describes amputee sprinting motion. The Actuated Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (ASLIP) is capable of predicting stable forwardly integrated sprinting motion with the inclusion of the start and acceleration phase. Optimisation of the model predicts that phase-specific spring stiffness leads to a significant time reduction on the 100m sprint for given physiological parameters. In general it can be said that a stiffer spring results in better performance. More specifically, the model benefits from a stiff spring during acceleration and a more compliant one in steady state. Although it has its limitations, the ASLIP model additionally provides a valuable insight into the mechanics of amputee sprinting. For example, it seems that optimal phase-specific stiffness is strongly dependent on biomechanical parameters such as touchdown angle, force angle and CoM velocity. Future work in this direction can provide a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms that determine amputee sprinting performance.

The outcomes of this study suggest that amputee sprinters might be able to achieve a reduction in finishing time with prosthetic devices that have a phase-specific stiffness. The modelling approach used in this thesis is promising and lends itself well to investigate this opportunity in more detail.
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Victorious warriors win first and then go to war, while defeated warriors go to war first and then seek to win.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Aerial phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>Able-Bodied Sprinting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Amputee Sprinting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASLIP</td>
<td>Actuated Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Active Contact phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Passive Contact phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoM</td>
<td>Centre of Mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fstep</td>
<td>Step frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCP</td>
<td>Ground Contact Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRF</td>
<td>Ground Reaction Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>International Paralympic Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lstep</td>
<td>Step length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSP</td>
<td>Running-Specific Prostheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLIP</td>
<td>Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Paralympic sports are growing more popular. Next to dedication and hard work of the athlete, technology plays a significant role in enabling athletes with an impairment to perform at the highest level. More than able-bodied athletes, amputee athletes make use of technological advancements to increase their performance. For example, amputee sprinters performing in the 100m sprint make use of running-specific prostheses. These carbon blades have energy storage and return capabilities that have enabled the athletes to achieve a running gait that is biomechanically similar to able-bodied athletes. Since the introduction of the blades, amputee sprinting has seen an exceptionally large increase in performance. Nonetheless, amputee sprinters are still second to their able-bodied colleagues.

One of the reasons for this might be that current prosthesis design impairs amputee sprinting performance. It is known that stiffness of the running blades has an influence on performance [1–5]. Among other mechanical properties, stiffness governs the dynamic behaviour of the blade. With parameters such as composition, shape or form of the composite material this behaviour can be ‘designed’ for its intended function. The International Paralympic Committee has set requirements regarding sports equipment [6]. However, they do not exclude the use of these parameters to improve design and potentially make blade runners faster.

Amputee athletes can benefit from gait phase-specific mechanical behaviour of sprinting prostheses. Modern blades are designed to mimic the function of biological legs. They work as a spring: storing and releasing energy during the contact phase. One of the main differences is that humans can modulate leg stiffness by contracting muscles but the mechanical stiffness of the blade remains constant. This might not be a problem in steady state running, under the assumption that there is no change in motion of the sprinter in that phase. However, the dynamics of the acceleration phase of the 100m sprint do seem to require a more variable solution. In particular because this phase is relatively long in comparison to other race distances and thus crucial for the end result. For that reason, it is desirable to investigate the effect of phase-specific stiffness on amputee sprinting performance.

The current methods used to design running-specific prostheses fail to effectively qualify the optimal mechanical behaviour of running blades. Laboratory experiments are the golden standard for quantifying these properties and their effect on sprinting performance. This method is costly and only the effect of a single property on overall performance can be reliably tested. The interdependency of many of the biomechanical parameters as well as the mechanical properties ask for a more convenient way of testing.

A suitable method for finding the optimal phase-specific stiffness of running prostheses is modelling. Forward dynamic modelling is a simple way of simulating amputee sprinting and its results can be relatively easily validated. The spring-mass model for running and hopping is an example of a dynamic model that has been shown to accurately simulate human running [7]. More importantly, it is suitable for the addition of active elements in order to model start and acceleration. Furthermore, the structure of the model enables the use of numerical optimisation methods. The use of a forward dynamic model as a tool in the design of running-specific prostheses is promising and without precedent in literature.

It is hypothesised that the current prostheses design can be improved by introducing gait phase-specific stiffness to achieve faster sprinting times. The purpose is to find a conceptually optimal phase-specific stiffness of sprinting prostheses, using a forward dynamic model of amputee sprinting. The
following research question is formulated:

**Can phase-specific stiffness of sprinting prostheses enhance performance of amputee athletes in the 100m sprint?**

An extension of the well established simple spring-mass model is used to investigate what mechanisms are responsible for amputee sprinting performance and how these are interrelated. With the help of numerical optimisation methods an optimal phase-specific stiffness is calculated. The extension of the forward dynamic model will be validated with physical motion data. The outline of the thesis report is as described below.

A literature study was performed preceding this thesis. The findings of this study that are relevant to the work presented in this report can be found in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 it is demonstrated that the simple spring-mass model describes human running well. Furthermore, an active extension to this spring-mass model is proposed that is capable of simulating amputee sprinting including start and acceleration. Chapter 4 focuses on the optimisation of the proposed model and presents an optimal phase-specific stiffness. The validity of the results is discussed in Chapter 5. An answer to the research question is provided in Chapter 6.
Since the introduction of Running-Specific Prostheses (RSP) amputee athletes have drastically improved their sprinting performance. The men's 100m winning times at the Paralympic games in the T43/T44 (or comparable) class went from 13.12 s in 1984 to 11.73 in 1988 (see Figure 2.1). This is an exceptionally large increase in performance that is greater than what has been observed for Olympic athletes and Paralympic athletes from other classes [8]. The dynamic behaviour of modern RSP's mimics that of human legs. It is assumed that the increase in sprinting performance of amputee sprinters (AS) is mainly due to this. The spike in AS performance has attenuated in recent years [9], but it is not hard to imagine that new revolutionary technological advancements induce another AS performance spike, similar to what happened in 1984 to 1988. The (bio)mechanics of sprinting need to be understood in order to find out.

![Figure 2.1: Men's 100m winning time of AS (unfilled circles) and ABS (filled circles) throughout the years. The solid lines are linear regression lines. Taken from [10].](image)
2.1. Biomechanics of Sprinting

The motion of a human leg during sprinting can be seen as a cycle of two alternating phases: the stance or contact phase and the swing or aerial phase (Figure 2.2). During the contact phase the foot is in contact with the ground. In this phase the shock of impact is absorbed and the force is produced that propels the athlete forward. The aerial phase follows after the stance phase and starts and ends with a double float where both legs are in the air. During the aerial phase the leg is repositioned ('swung') in front of the runner to start a new cycle [11]. The contact phase is where most forces act on the runner. This phase is essential for the acceleration that characterises sprint running.

![Figure 2.2: Running gait consists of two phases: stance phase and swing phase. Taken from [11].](image)

Acceleration and start are crucial stages of the 100m sprint. Sprint running is characterised by a relatively long acceleration stage. The shorter the distance the more important this stage is for overall performance. Figure 2.3 shows the velocity throughout the race of the three fastest 100m sprints of Usain Bolt. It can be seen that top speed is reached only at around 75% of the total distance. Top performance in sprinting distances is therefore often signified by fast starting and high acceleration [12, 13]. From a mechanical perspective these stages of the race are interesting as well: because acceleration is a dynamic process they require the athlete to adapt their behaviour.

The biomechanics of amputee athletes are not fundamentally different than able-bodied athletes. Both ABS and AS have extensor muscles that act across the knee and hip during running at constant speed [15]. Kinetic energy is stored in these muscles and their tendons during the start of the stance phase and released towards the end [7, 14, 16, 17]. The legs of sprinters act as a spring-like mechanism during running. The difference in lower limb mechanics do not signify a different sprinting physiology altogether. Accordingly, kinematic variables that are related to sprinting performance in able-bodied sprinters might also have a similar relationship for impaired athletes. In no particular order, the important biomechanical parameters of sprinting are:

- Leg stiffness ($K_{leg}$)
- Step frequency ($F_{step}$)
- Step length ($L_{step}$)
- Contact time ($L_{con}$)
- Ground Reaction Force (GRF)

High speeds are associated with the ability to produce a strong forward impulse, i.e. large forces, in a short amount of time. In other words, a powerful athlete that is able to achieve a high step frequency, with a short contact time and a (relatively) long step length will perform well in the 100m sprint [18–20]. The rules and regulations of the IPC dictate that all energy that is stored in the prosthetic device...
must be generated during the race by the athlete [6]. For this reason, active elements are not allowed. Increasing the propulsive forces can therefore not be made an engineering challenge. However, the spatiotemporal variables $L_{\text{step}}$, $F_{\text{step}}$ and $L_{\text{con}}$ can be influenced by leg stiffness [2, 15].

Of these biomechanical parameters, stiffness is one of the most significant determinants for sprinting performance. Already in the seventies it was discovered that track stiffness could enhance running speed [21]. A special running track was built at Harvard University that is believed to produce a speed enhancement of 2% (many records were ran there). In a way, this track can be seen as a ‘prosthetic device’ and it proves that tuning stiffness can indeed enhance performance. Many studies have shown that $K_{\text{leg}}$ correlates significantly with amputee sprinting ability [1, 2, 4, 22, 23]. Thus, next to the direct influence stiffness has on other spatiotemporal parameters it is an important factor of sprint performance on its own as well. This may be an opportunity to improve amputee sprinting performance.

2.2. Mechanical properties of Running-Specific Prostheses

Modern RSP’s are designed to mimic the function of biological legs. The blades work as a spring: storing and releasing energy during the contact phase. Kinetic energy is stored in the blade in the form of potential energy [20]. At initial contact the downwards velocity of the Centre of Mass (CoM) of the athlete compresses the RSP blades (‘absorption’, see Figure 2.2). At toe-off the blade returns to its original shape and energy is partially returned to the sprinter (Figure 2.4). During steady state running, this energy exchange is very effective because the return is more forwardly oriented, accelerating the sprinter. However, during acceleration the stance leg of the athlete is placed almost directly under the CoM. Therefore, the storage of kinetic energy is minimal. In this case, a compliant blade is disadvantageous as it damps out the force produced by the athlete, impairing acceleration.

Current RSP’s have constant mechanical properties that might not be optimal for the dynamic acceleration stage. Able-Bodied Sprinters (ABS) can change the mechanical properties of their legs by contracting their muscles [2, 22, 24]. However, the mechanical properties of the blade are static; they cannot change over the course of the race. In addition, AS are not able to modulate their leg stiffness as much as ABS. The perceived stiffness of athletes using RSP’s is therefore heavily influenced by the dynamic behaviour of their RSP’s. Many studies have investigated the effect of RSP properties
on steady state running [25–27], but few relate these to accelerating performance. Currently, stiffness of a sprinting prosthesis is optimised for steady state running at top speed. Therefore, it might impair acceleration and start performance of amputee athletes. This is in accordance to what is reported by amputee athletes themselves. In an interview, two-time T43 Paralympic Champion and T43 World Champion Marlou van Rhijn, has said that she notices that in the start the blade first ‘damps’ out the energy she produces and that it takes too long for the blade to return this energy. She has the feeling that it impairs her starting performance.

![Figure 2.4: The working principle of carbon fibre RSP blades: energy storage and return during the contact phase.](image)

Amputee athletes might benefit from phase-specific mechanical properties of RSP’s. In theory a rigid blade would lead to the fastest acceleration: the generated propulsive force is instantaneously transferred into forward velocity. However, apart from the first step out of the starting block, an amputee sprinter is never able to stably provide a completely forwardly oriented GRF. During acceleration the spatiotemporal parameters change every step. This requires athletes to adjust leg stiffness over a wide range in order to achieve optimal performance [24, 28]. The constant mechanical properties of RSP’s are a limiting factor for AS. They can therefore possibly benefit from a prosthesis that is stiffer at the start and becomes more compliant towards the end of the acceleration. With the design possibilities of carbon fibre reinforced polymers, running-specific prostheses that have such properties could be developed. These prostheses would enable athletes to benefit from both the direct transfer of propulsive forces into forward velocity during start and acceleration as well as the efficient energy storage and release capabilities during steady state running.
Modelling Amputee Sprinting

In the previous chapter it is hypothesised that the current prostheses design can be improved by introducing phase specific properties to achieve faster running times, especially in the sprint distance. Laboratory experiments are currently the golden standard for quantifying these properties and their effect on sprinting performance. Generally, only the effect of a single property on overall performance can be reliably tested. The interdependency of many parameters and properties of sprinting and sprinting prostheses imply that an optimum is not easily found. Furthermore, the problem is to optimise not only for maximum sprinting velocity but also for all speeds proceeding because the athlete spends a significant part of the race accelerating. Attempting to solve this problem with experiments only would be a laborious and costly process.

A suitable method for finding the optimal phase specific properties of running prostheses can be modelling. There are many different modelling methods which all have their considerations (see Figure 3.1). Forward dynamic modelling is capable of simulating amputee sprinting, its results can be relatively easily validated, it provides means to investigate causes of motion and it enables the use of numerical optimisation methods. With these methods, a range of optimal phase-specific mechanical properties given a set of physiological parameters can be calculated quickly and easily. Furthermore, no athletes need to be involved. In this way, an indication of what to test for in the laboratory can be made,
possibly saving money, time and effort of scientists and athletes. This approach is promising and without precedent in literature.

An example of a simple dynamic model that is capable of simulating human running is the spring-mass model for running and hopping [7]. It has been shown repeatedly that this model describes human running exceptionally well [28, 29] and its use is well established in sports science. It is a forward dynamic model which has segment motion as output. It is therefore particularly useful to investigate the effect of mechanical properties on sprinting velocity and/or finishing time. The next section is dedicated to discuss the the spring-mass model in more detail.

3.1. Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum

The spring-mass model for running and hopping is a widely recognised as a qualitative representation of the running gait of a human because of its energy conservation properties. The model is also known as the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP): it consists of a point mass attached to a massless spring. The model structure is based on the assumption that a human musculoskeletal system is mechanically very similar to a multicomponent, non-linear spring-mass system that is actively driven. This is simplified further by assuming that for certain running and hopping frequencies the legs of humans can be approximated by a simple bouncing system without viscous losses. The original planar model is shown in Figure 3.2. Just as human running has two alternating phases the SLIP model consists of two alternating sets of motion equations for the contact and aerial phase respectively:

Contact phase:

\[
\ddot{x} = \frac{k}{m}(l_0 - l_x) \cos(\alpha) \quad (3.1)
\]

\[
\ddot{y} = \frac{k}{m}(l_0 - l_x) \sin(\alpha) - g \quad (3.2)
\]

Aerial phase:

\[
\ddot{x} = 0 \quad (3.3)
\]

\[
\ddot{y} = -g \quad (3.4)
\]

with

\[
l_x = \sqrt{x_t^2 + y^2} \quad (3.5)
\]

\[
x_t = l_s \cos \alpha \quad (3.6)
\]

and \(x, y\) the coordinates of the Centre of Mass (CoM), \(m\) the mass of the athlete, \(\alpha\) angle of the leg, \(k\) the stiffness of the spring, \(g\) the gravitational acceleration and \(l_s\) the spring length with resting spring length \(l_0\). The x-position of the Ground Contact Point (GCP) is defined as \(X_{GCP} = x + x_t\).

The instantaneous leg angle at initial contact \(\alpha_i\) (or touchdown angle) is constant over all steps and is known a priori. The solver switches to the contact equations of motion as soon as the y-position of the CoM is equal to the y-component of the resting spring length \(y = y_{s0}\). The solver switches back to the aerial equations when the resting spring length \(l_{s0}\) is reached again (see Figure 3.3 and Equations 3.1-3.4). It is assumed that there are no viscous losses at heel-strike and no aerodynamic drag. The configuration of the model at any point is described by the coordinates of the CoM \(x, y\) and leg angle \(\alpha\). The gravitational force field \(g\) is directed in the negative y-direction.

3.1.1. Analysis of the SLIP Model

Simulating the runners motion consists of integrating the equations of motion using the ODE45 solver in Matlab (see Appendix C). The model is started in the air with initial position \(x_{00} = 0\) m and \(y_{00} = 0.9\) m. The leg angle at initial contact is set to \(\alpha_i = 125^\circ\) for every step. The physical constants are: mass \(m = 64\) kg, resting spring length \(l_{s0} = 0.9\) m and gravitational acceleration \(g = 9.81\) ms\(^{-2}\). Stiffness was increased from 10 kNm\(^{-1}\) at 3 ms\(^{-1}\) to 30 kNm\(^{-1}\) at 9 ms\(^{-1}\) in accordance with the range of reported values in literature [16, 24, 25, 30]. With these parameters the model settles into a stable, repeated stride pattern for a range of common running velocities. Table 3.1 shows the output of the model for
3.1. Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum

Figure 3.2: The spring-mass model for running. A. The spring length $l$ can be subdivided into vertical and horizontal components using angle $\alpha$. The horizontal component is the local x-position of the CoM. B. The velocity of the point mass is a vector which direction is determined by angle $\beta$. The x-position of the ground contact point is $x_{\text{CP}} = x + x_s$. Taken from [7].

Figure 3.3: A schematic overview of the operation of the SLIP model: the solver switches from aerial to contact equations when the y-position of the CoM is equal to the y-component of the resting spring length. The contact phase ends when the spring has returned to its resting length and the solver switches back to the aerial equations (see also Equations 3.1-3.4).
Table 3.1: Output of the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum model for different speeds and stiffnesses. The found values are physiologically common. BW stands for bodyweight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$v$ [m$s^{-1}$]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$ [kN$m^{-1}$]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_i$ [deg]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_0$ [deg]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output</th>
<th>1.29</th>
<th>1.41</th>
<th>1.66</th>
<th>1.94</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{step}}$ [m]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{\text{step}}$ [Hz]</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{\text{y}}_{\text{max}}$ [BW]</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>5.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{con}}$ [s]</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4: Output of one step of the simulated Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum model with initial conditions $x_0 = 0$ m, $y_0 = 0.9$ m, $v_0 = 9$ m$s^{-1}$ and $\beta_0 = 5^\circ$. The leg angle at initial contact is set to $\alpha_i = 125^\circ$ for every step. Leg stiffness $k = 30$ kN$m^{-1}$. The simulated motion describes human running well.

different velocities and stiffnesses. The simulated motion, CoM velocity and GRF’s for one step of the SLIP model are plotted in Figure 3.4.

The Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum model of Blickhan describes human running well. Step frequency and peak vertical GRF of the model range from 2.1 Hz and approximately 3 times bodyweight (BW) at 3 m$s^{-1}$ to 3.4 Hz and approximately 5.5 BW at 9 m$s^{-1}$. This as well as the step length produced by the model is physiologically common at these speeds [14, 19, 31]. The chosen stiffnesses and touchdown angles allow for close to horizontal velocity angle and this results in a low vertical displacement of the CoM. The same smooth motion pattern is observed in human running [2, 31]. Although the model is not a quantitative description of running, it can be concluded that the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum behaves very similarly to the active bouncing system that a human runner is.

Despite that the SLIP model can be used to simulate steady state running, it is not capable of describing start and acceleration that are crucial for sprinting. The validity of the model must not be overstated, it has its limitations. For instance, humans can actively apply forces to accelerate. Even during running in steady state a higher take-off than landing velocity is observed [7]. The SLIP model assumes a similar take-off and landing velocity and is therefore not capable of simulating any kind of acceleration. In addition, the model does not take into account the conservation of momentum in the
swing phase due to the mass of the distal leg, it assumes complete symmetry across the sagittal plane and it neglects the influence of other moving masses in the body. In order to investigate the effect of RSP stiffness on sprinting performance, additions to the SLIP model need to be made.

3.2. Motion Analysis of Amputee Sprinting

Detailed and complete motion data of amputee sprinters is scarce in literature, but indispensable for the extension of existing running models. The CoM trajectory of amputee sprinters during the total 100m sprint have not been directly obtained in other studies. For the simulation some input parameters (e.g. touchdown angle $\alpha_i$ per step) are required beforehand. Moreover, it is paramount that any additions to the spring-mass model are validated before conclusions are drawn from its results. Namely, the output of the model should be directly compared to actual data. In order to retrieve this data it was decided to film amputee athletes during a 100m sprint and do a motion analysis on the resulting images.

The participants were three transtibial unilateral (two left, one right-sided) amputee sprinters of TeamNL at Papendal. They are elite athletes specialising in the sprint and long jump disciplines. Each subject performed two 100m sprints with maximal acceleration from a block start. The motion was recorded from the side with eight cameras on tripods positioned alongside the track. The images of the cameras overlapped so that the whole 100m from start to finish was captured. Before each start all cameras were synchronised so that the videos could later be combined. The cameras had a minimum frame rate of 60 fps and a resolution of 720p. The start and acceleration until 30m were captured with a minimum of 120 fps in full HD. Horizontal distance markers were applied on the track every two metres so that measurements could be calibrated. A diagram of the camera setup can be found in Appendix A. The acromion, trochanter and lower epicondyle of the athlete’s side that was closest to the camera were marked using white tape. An example of a camera image and motion analysis is shown in Figure 3.5.

With motion analysis software Kinovea, the angles, distances and times could be measured. The trajectory of the marked bony landmarks was tracked using the built-in tracking software. Two runs were excluded: one athlete could not perform a block start due to injury and the equipment failed during one run of another athlete. The trajectory data of the remaining runs was averaged and smoothed using Matlab. GCP-locations were measured as well. Initial contact angles and average minimum and maximum leg lengths were calculated from the trajectory data and GCP-locations. Physical constants such as mass, CoM height and prosthesis height were measured on site (see Table 3.2). A section of the plotted results is shown in Figure 3.6.

The smoothed velocity profile over the two runs is shown in Figure 3.7. The acceleration in the
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Figure 3.6: The plotted results of the motion analysis shows a section of the trajectories of the three bony landmarks that were tracked. The lower leg, upper leg and torso are plotted as line segments between the landmarks and the measured GCP. Note that only the trajectory of the affected leg is shown here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>75 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoM height</td>
<td>$L_{cm}$</td>
<td>1 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade length</td>
<td>$L_{s0}$</td>
<td>0.4 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max leg length</td>
<td>$L_{a_{max}}$</td>
<td>0.6 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min actuator length</td>
<td>$L_{a_{min}}$</td>
<td>0.45 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: The physical constants of the subject were measured on site before the filming or calculated later from the trajectory data. These constants were later used in the simulation of the ASLIP model. See also Appendix B Table B.1

Figure 3.7: The filtered and smoothed velocity profile of the CoM of an unilateral transtibial amputee athlete during a 100m sprint.
first several meters is exceptionally high, even when compared to velocity profile of Usain Bolt (Figure 2.3). This acceleration is therefore unrealistic and probably the result of incorrect motion tracking due to lens distortion. Nonetheless, the shape of the velocity profile and the division between acceleration and steady state stage is recognisable and comparable to that of other athletes. Just as in able-bodied athletes, the CoM trajectory has a low vertical displacement; i.e. a 'smooth' ride. Spatiotemporal variables Lstep and Fstep are very similar to ABS: the athlete starts with a relatively high Fstep and a low Lstep. Both increase to their maximum values at top speed (see Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8: The measured step length and step frequency per step of an unilateral transtibial amputee athlete during a 100m sprint.

3.3. Actuated Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum

The motion data retrieved in the section provides starting point for the creation of a new model that is capable of simulating amputee sprinting. The proposed active dynamic model is based on the following assumptions about amputee sprinting:

1. Sprinting consists of two phases: acceleration and steady state.
2. The legs of amputee sprinters can be approximated by a mass on a massless linear spring.
3. Amputee sprinting motion can be described qualitatively by a simple active spring-mass system.
4. Performance gains for bilateral transtibial amputees also hold for other amputee sprinters.

It should be stressed that any additions to the model infringe on its simplicity and therefore its usefulness. More complex is not always better. As Blickhan put it himself: “The fact that the spring-mass model is successful in predicting and describing the general features of animal locomotion does not depend on a detailed agreement of the real leg with the assumed linear, massless spring.” [7]. Complexity can hamper the use of numerical optimisation and stability might become a problem. More importantly, the more extensive a model becomes the harder it is to verify its results. Any addition to the model needs to be validated before it can be used, it is therefore advisable to keep these additions as simple as possible.

Relatively simple additions to SLIP model can make it suitable for simulating prosthetic sprinting specifically. It is apparent that energy should be added to the passive elastic spring-mass system to make it capable of describing motion during start and acceleration. Multiple options can provide this energy. For example, two springs in series with a mass in between or a ‘knee’ joint with a torque applied
to it. However, these additions would mean either adding inertia or extra independent parameters to the model and will therefore infringe on the model’s simplicity. Instead, building on Blickhan’s SLIP model, it was decided to add a separate set of motion equations that described the motion of the CoM under a constant force produced by a linear actuator. The actuator has a maximum stroke; it can accelerate the CoM until its length runs out. No extra joints or masses are added to the system in this way. In this simplest form of an Actuated Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (ASLIP) model not two, but three sets of motion equations alternate. Furthermore, aerodynamic drag is introduced in the form of a velocity dependent force in the negative x-direction.

The ASLIP model consists of a sequence of three sets of motion equations:

**Active contact phase (CA):**

\[
\begin{align*}
\ddot{x} &= F_a \cos(\gamma) - \frac{F_d}{m} \\
\dot{y} &= \frac{F_a}{m} \sin(\gamma) - g
\end{align*}
\]  
\[ (3.7) \]

**Passive contact phase (CP):**

\[
\begin{align*}
\ddot{x} &= \frac{k}{m} (l_0 - l_x) \cos(\alpha) - \frac{F_d}{m} \\
\dot{y} &= \frac{k}{m} (l_0 - l_x) \sin(\alpha) - g
\end{align*}
\]  
\[ (3.9) \]

**Aerial phase (A):**

\[
\begin{align*}
\ddot{x} &= -\frac{F_d}{m} \\
\ddot{y} &= -g
\end{align*}
\]  
\[ (3.11) \]

\[ (3.12) \]

with

\[
F_d = \frac{1}{2} \rho \dot{x}^2 C_d A
\]  
\[ (3.13) \]

and variables \(x, y, m, \alpha, k, l_x, l_0\) and \(g\) as in Equations 3.1-3.4 from Section 3.1. Aerodynamic drag is introduced as an velocity dependent force \(F_d\). The actuator force \(F_a\) acts on the body under force angle \(\gamma\). Both the actuator force and the force angle are known a priori and are step specific, but assumed constant over each individual step cycle. Just as in the SLIP model, the instantaneous angle at initial contact \(\alpha_i\) is also known beforehand, but it is not the same for all steps. The configuration of the model at any point is described by the coordinates of the CoM \(x, y\) and leg angle \(\alpha\). The gravitational force field \(g\) is the directed in the negative y-direction.

The solver loops through the motion equations as follows: CA → CP → A → CP. The switch from active contact to passive contact is made when maximum actuator length \(L_{a,max}\) is reached. From passive contact to aerial and from aerial to passive contact is identical as in the SLIP model (see Section 3.1.1 and Figure 3.3). Switching from passive to active contact signifies the beginning of a new step cycle and is done when the spring has reached its maximum compression: i.e. when the y-component of the CoM velocity switches sign. Accordingly, the passive contact phase consists of two parts: first compression where energy is stored and secondly, after actuation, extension of the spring and release of energy to the system. A schematic overview of the sequence of motion equations is shown in Figure 3.9. Similarly to the SLIP model it is assumed that there are no viscous losses at heel-strike. The model has some physical constants that are known a priori and do not change over the race, those will be called ‘constants’. Some of the model inputs are also known beforehand but can change per step or per couple of steps, they will be called ‘variables’. The initial conditions are only given when the simulation is started. All other parameters discussed in further sections are outputs of the model. The parameters that make up the constants, step variable inputs and initial conditions are shown below.
3.3. Actuated Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum

Figure 3.9: A schematic overview of the operation of the ASLIP model: the solver switches between motion equations when certain conditions are met (see also Equations 3.7-3.12).

Constants: \( m, g, l_s, l_a, C_d, \rho, A \)

Variables: \( k, F_a, \gamma, \alpha \)

Initial conditions: \( x_0, y_0, x_{GCP0}, \dot{x}_0, \dot{y}_0 \)

### 3.3.1. Analysis of the ASLIP Model

The ASLIP model is solved in the same way as was explained in Section 3.1.1 (see Appendix C). The aerodynamic drag is calculated with constant air density \( \rho = 1.225 \ kgm^{-3} \) and a typical drag coefficient and frontal area of \( C_d = 1 \) and \( A = 0.65 \ m^2 \). The other physical constants and input variables were retrieved from the motion analysis (see Table 3.2). Actuator force is assumed to lie around \( F_a \approx 1.5 \ BW \), which is an estimate of the mean stance averaged force produced during sprint running [1]. Force angle varies per step but is taken between 80 and 90 degrees: \( 80^\circ < \gamma < 90^\circ \) [32], with a general trend of more forwardly oriented during start and acceleration (\( \gamma = 80^\circ \)) and more vertically (\( \gamma = 90^\circ \)) towards the end of the race [36]. This is similar to what can be seen on the images of the amputee sprinter in Section 3.2. To achieve stability as well as a motion pattern similar to the actual trajectory, the actuator force and force angle were fine-tuned within these limits. In practice this meant that the first steps of the model required a higher actuator force and a sharper force angle. Although this was not measured, it is not unlikely to be the case in practice as well: during acceleration the athlete leans more forward and is still able to produce maximum power. The touchdown angle was retrieved from the motion analysis: \( 100^\circ < \gamma < 120^\circ \). The actuator force \( F_a \), force angle \( \gamma \) and touchdown angle \( \alpha \) per step can be found in Appendix B Table B.1. Stiffness was taken constant at \( k = 3 \ kN/m \). With these parameters the model settles into a stable stride pattern. The simulated CoM motion for three steps is plotted in Figure 3.10.

For equal physiological constants, the motion described by the model at any stage in the race is very similar to what is seen in actuality. The motion of the ASLIP model is sinusoidal with low vertical displacement. Although the tracked CoM trajectory cannot be fitted with a sinusoid, it is an oscillating motion and shows similar displacement (see Figure 3.11). More importantly, the GCP positions match closely to those of the model (mean absolute horizontal position error = 19 cm) even though this position is not imposed on the model; it is a result of the simulation parameters. As can be seen in Figure 3.12, the horizontal velocity of the ASLIP CoM matches the filmed data well, except for the acceleration stage. However, as was discussed earlier, the validity of this part of the filmed data is questionable. The initial acceleration of the ASLIP model is actually believed to be more realistic. The mean finishing time of the filmed athlete was 14.29 s, the ASLIP model finished in 14.65 s.

The spatiotemporal output of the model matches that of the amputee sprinter (Figure 3.13).
Figure 3.10: The CoM trajectory of the ASLIP model plotted together with the leg positions at the ‘events’. The events in the simulation signify when the solver switches from equations of motion. The sequence of motion equations can be found in Section 3.3.

Figure 3.11: The CoM trajectory of the amputee sprinter and the CoM motion of the ASLIP model plotted together with their respective leg positions at initial contact. Note that for the amputee sprinter only the affected leg was tracked and plotted.

Figure 3.12: The horizontal velocity of the amputee sprinter versus that of the ASLIP model. The actual initial acceleration is much higher, but it is assumed that this is due to a tracking error made during the motion analysis.
size and step frequency are generally similar. With these simulation parameters the model is not able to achieve a similar step frequency in the first part of the 100m (Figure 3.13b). This is due to the combination of actuator force $F_a$ and force angle $\gamma$ applied here. Both parameters have a large influence on the step frequency which in turn has a strong interdependency with step size. The trial-and-error approach of tuning these parameters used in this section proved to be inefficient. The step frequency discrepancy will be solved in Chapter 4 using a different approach.

![Figure 3.13: The step size and frequency of the amputee sprinter versus those of the ASLIP model.](image)

The ASLIP model describes amputee sprinting well. The output of the model describes the same smooth running pattern as is observed in human running [2, 31]. The velocity profile of the spring-mass model closely resembles that of the filmed amputee sprinter. Just as the SLIP model, the ASLIP is not a quantitative description of amputee sprinting. Simulation parameters such as actuator force $F_a$ and force angle $\gamma$ are taken close to leg forces and force angles reported in literature, but are not physically correct. Nonetheless, the qualitative output of the model, i.e. the model behaviour, is very similar to that of actual amputee sprinters and it can therefore be concluded that the model is accurate enough to be used as a description of amputee sprinting.
Optimal performance of the ASLIP model depends largely on the combination of step-specific input parameters. The ASLIP model is a qualitative description of amputee sprinting. In contrast to the initial conditions and physiological constants, these parameters may therefore take values deviating from what is reported in literature as long as the described motion is physiologically achievable (see Chapter 3 Section 3.2). In other words, there might exists a range of possible combinations that lead to different but still feasible model output. This implies that the optimal combination is not easily found with a trial-and-error method. Not in the least place because small deviations in the input of the model can lead to instability and therefore no performance at all. In this section an attempt is made to find such a combination using numerical optimisation methods.

4.1. The Effect of Stiffness on Sprinting Performance

Firstly, the sensitivity of the validated ASLIP model to change in stiffness is tested. Recall that it was hypothesised that amputee sprinting performance would increase with a stiffer prostheses at the start of the race. With a higher spring stiffness it is expected that the model will accelerate faster (see Section 2.2). To test this hypothesis the ASLIP model is simulated with a range of physiological acceptable RSP stiffness. All other parameters were kept constant. The results are plotted in Figure 4.1.

In the model, increase of spring stiffness leads to higher top speed but not faster acceleration. On
the contrary, acceleration is slightly impaired. This might be the result of the structure of the model: the events that signify the switch between the motion equations partly determine the effect of the simulation parameters on the output. In particular the switches between phases CP and CA (see Section 3.3) are important regarding the effect of stiffness on the overall performance of the model.

Two additional scenarios were tested to check the relevancy of the event functions on the model output. The reference scenario (scenario 1) is as proposed in Section 3.3. Scenario 2 switches from CP to CA when the force in the spring equals the actuator force \( F_s = F_a \). \( F_a \) is a constant pre-imposed force. Scenario 3 switches from CP to CA when the force in the spring switches sign (identical to scene 1), but instead the actuator force is not constant but equals the max force in the spring \( F_a = F_{s\text{max}} \). However, these scenarios led to similar results or unrealistic CoM motion (scenario 3).

The ASLIP model does not confirm the hypothesis that higher spring stiffness lead to faster acceleration. Nonetheless, it seems that a stiffer spring does prolong the acceleration phase: steady state is reached later and top speed is higher. In this sense, sprinting performance is better with a higher spring stiffness. For example, the finishing time of the ASLIP model for \( k=30 \text{ kNm}^{-1} \) is 14.65 s, for a 20% higher stiffness \( k=36 \text{ kNm}^{-1} \) it is 14.62 s. This might seem like a marginal gain, but it can make the difference in a 100m sprint. Moreover, only a constant spring stiffness is tested in this section. The effect of phase specific spring stiffness is unknown. Consequently, this can be seen as an indication that performance gain is possible here. In addition, the model output strongly depends on the specific combination of simulation parameters (e.g. \( F_a \), \( \gamma \), \( \alpha \), and \( k \)) and the influence of these combinations should therefore be tested. Optimisations algorithms that are explained in the next section are capable of efficiently doing so.

Figure 4.2: Three different scenarios with corresponding events that signify a switch between the phases CP and CA (see Section 3.3).

4.2. Optimisation of the ASLIP Model

Optimal performance in amputee sprinting is considered to be equivalent to minimal time to completion of the 100m sprint. The goal of the optimisation of the ASLIP model is therefore to minimise finishing time \( T_{\text{fin}} \), which is a function of the step dependent optimisation variables \( k(s) \) [kNm\(^{-1}\)] & \( \alpha_i(s) \) [°], the simulation parameters \( F_a(s) \) [BW] and \( \gamma(s) \) [°] and the physical constants \( P_c \) (see Table 3.2). The optimisation problem in its most general form can be stated as follows:

\[
\min_{k(s),\alpha_i(s)} T_{\text{fin}}(k(s),\alpha_i(s),\gamma(s),F_a(s),P_c) \\
\text{s.t. } 24 \leq k \leq 36 \\
96 \leq \alpha_i \leq 126
\]

where the upper and lower bounds result from the optimality criteria \( k_{\text{opt}} = K_0 \pm 20\% \) & \( \alpha_{i\text{opt}} = \alpha_{i0} \pm 5\% \). These criteria are based on experience with the ASLIP model (Section 3.3.1) and literature. No further constraints or (in)equalities exist. If for a certain set of variables the system becomes unstable
and is not able to complete the 100m, the simulation breaks and the solver will try a different step. As a default the pattern search algorithm of Matlab is used. This is a type of grid search that is likely to find a global optimum.

### 4.2.1. Phase-Specific Stiffness

The optimisation problem is solved to find optimal phase-specific stiffness (see Appendix C). All other parameters are fixed and remain unchanged from the values found in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.1. For an overview of the step-specific parameters please see Appendix B Table B.1. As an initial guess, the same constant spring stiffness as before is taken $k = 30\ kN/m$. In order to keep computation time within reasonable limits the stiffness is changed only every 10 steps:

$$K_0 = [30\ 30\ 30\ 30\ 30\ 30]$$

With these parameters the solver finds an optimum phase-specific stiffness of:

$$K_{opt} = [35.1\ 35.6\ 35.6\ 34.7\ 34.1\ -]$$

which will be called the reference stiffness from here on. The model finishes in 14.55 s with a physiologically feasible gait similar to that reported in the previous chapter. The other outputs of the optimisations are plotted in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 Step frequency and step length fall within a physiologically reasonable range.

Phase-specific stiffness leads to a significant performance benefit in the ASLIP model of amputee sprinters. The found optimum is 0.1 s faster than constant stiffness. In comparison: when the solver is ran for a single constant stiffness it results in maximum allowed stiffness ($K = 36\ kN/m$) and an only slight reduction in finish time ($T_{fin} = 14.62\ s$). The velocity profile shows that the model is able to prolong the acceleration stage, reaching a higher top speed. This can be explained by the fact that a stiffer spring reaches its full compression faster, therefore starting actuation earlier in the contact phase. Consequently, the energy stored in the spring is utilised but released more vertically. This results in a bigger step size and a lower step frequency (see Figure 4.3). At slower speeds this effect is less pronounced as the energy stored in the spring is lower and therefore relatively less important to the overall energetics. The acceleration penalty for increased constant stiffness that was seen in Section 4.1 is not as significant for this phase-specific stiffness. The model with phase-specific stiffness does indeed seem to be able to achieve similar step size and frequency during start and acceleration. Furthermore, it seems that the higher velocity in the latter part of the race is achieved by increasing step size (Figure 4.3a) rather than step frequency. Other simulation parameters that are kept fixed might play a role here.

![Figure 4.3](image-url)
Phase-specific stiffness is strongly influenced by the simulation parameters (e.g. $F_a$, $\gamma$, $\alpha_i$ and $k$). It seems that the found optimal stiffness in this section is related to velocity and actuator force. For the first 10 steps the horizontal and vertical velocity of the CoM are low. The model benefits from a slightly softer spring. The optimal stiffness for the next 10 steps than increases with speed. That this increase does not progress from step 20 to 30 might be explained by the fact that the actuator force goes down from $F_a = 1.7 \ BW$ to $F_a = 1.5 \ BW$ (see also Figure 4.5). This counterbalances the velocity increase that is observed over those steps. In addition, the optimal stiffness of $35.6 \ kN\text{m}^{-1}$ is already close to the upper bound. The acceleration phase ends around 40 m into the race at step no. 26. This explains the sharp decline in optimal stiffness for the last 20 steps. Furthermore, touchdown angles at this point are at its highest ($120^\circ$) and remain that way until the very last part of the race.
4.2.2. Interdependency of Parameters

The interdependency of these parameters can be investigated by increasing the parameter space of the optimisation problem. Because the aim of this study is to investigate the effect of stiffness on sprinting performance, care must be taken to what parameters are added to the optimisation. For example, optimising for actuator force $F_a$ results in forces close to the upper boundaries imposed on the system and unreasonably high step sizes. Naturally, more energy in the system will lead to better performance. However, the part of this performance benefit that can be attributed to the stiffness is unclear. In other words, the output of the optimisation should not only be physiologically feasible but it must be possible to extract the effect of stiffness on the performance. Because force $F_a$ and force angle $\gamma$ both directly influence the amount of propulsive force that is applied to the CoM it is decided to keep them outside of the optimisation. Touchdown angle $\alpha_t$ does not directly influence the energetics of the system. Instead it acts on the timing of the passive and elastic phases of the model. It might therefore be an enabler for performance. This section investigates the effect of the free variables stiffness $k$ and touchdown angle $\alpha_t$ on the model performance.

The optimisation problem is solved with free variables stiffness and touchdown angle. All other parameters and constraints are unchanged from previous sections. To reduce computational time the touchdown angle is changed only every other step. As an initial guess, similar values in Section 3.1.1 are used (see Table B.2). The initial guess for stiffness (every 10 steps) is taken $k = 30 \text{ kN} \text{m}^{-1}$. With these parameters the solver finds an optimum phase-specific stiffness of:

$$K_{\text{opt}} = [24.8 \ 35.9 \ 33.8 \ 32.8 \ 35.8 \ 33.2]$$

and the model finishes in 14.38 s. Optimal touchdown angles are plotted in Figure 4.6. The model settles in a stable gait, but the feasibility of the motion pattern is questionable. Figure 4.7 shows part of the CoM trajectory. The model has an asymmetrical gait pattern that is uncommon for sprinters. The step size and step frequency for some steps go beyond what is considered to be achievable for amputee athletes during a 100m sprint (Figure 4.8). A ‘skipping’ gait as shown in Figure 4.7 seems to be a reaction to an abrupt reduction in actuator force. It often starts at the first step right after the force is lowered (step 21). An oscillation in CoM velocity -in particular vertically- and model energetics -in particular work done by the spring- is noticed during this part of the race as well. It seems that the model responds in an under-damped way to the new energy equilibrium.

![Figure 4.6: The optimised touchdown and resulting toe-off angles for corresponding optimal stiffness.](image)

Optimisation of both spring stiffness and touchdown angle results in better performance, but does not yield physiological feasible results. Extending the boundaries for the optimisation variables does not solve this problem. The optimisation is not correctly constrained to be used to investigate the effect of this increased parameter space. Nonetheless, it can be concluded that optimal stiffness is influenced by touchdown angle. Namely, the optimal stiffness depends on the timing of compression...
and extension of the spring. As can be seen in Figure 4.6, touchdown and toe-off angles are strongly correlated. In the model, these angles govern the timing of energy storage and release because they determine when the model switches to and from the passive motion equations. Indeed, by optimising the touchdown angle the model was—although unrealistically—enabled to increase step frequency. This indicates that variable spring stiffness most probably requires a gait change as well. To what extent this is possible in actuality can only be found out with physical experiments.

![Figure 4.7: The CoM trajectory of the ASLIP model for optimised variables stiffness and touchdown angle plotted together with the leg positions at the events.](image)

4.3. Sensitivity Analysis

The previous section shows that the model output is sensitive to the combination of its inputs. In order to identify to what extend the found phase-specific stiffness is responsible for performance, this section focusses on the accuracy and sensitivity of the optimisation. No solver in Matlab is able to find a true global minimum, but it is possible to test the sensitivity of the solver to local minima by testing multiple initial points. Three different initial guesses are investigated. $K_{10}$ and $K_{20}$ are on the extremes of the imposed boundaries and $K_{30}$ is the inverse of the hypothesised outcome. All other parameters and constraints are unchanged.

$$
K_{10} = [25, 25, 25, 25, 25, 25]
$$

$$
K_{20} = [35, 35, 35, 35, 35, 35]
$$

$$
K_{30} = [26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36]
$$

For these initial guesses the solver finds optima as follows:
4.3. Sensitivity Analysis

These optima produce similar gaits and performance ($T_{1_{\text{fin}}} = 14.64\ s$, $T_{2_{\text{fin}}} = 14.52\ s$ & $T_{3_{\text{fin}}} = 14.54\ s$) as the reference case from Section 4.2.1 ($T_{r_{\text{fin}}} = 14.54\ s$). Furthermore, the stiffness shows the same general trend as in other optimisations.

Figure 4.9: The found optimal phase-specific stiffness for different optimisation initial points. The found values are shown relative to the stiffness at start.

In addition, small deviations around the found optimum reference stiffness $K_{r_{\text{opt}}}$ from Section 4.2.1 are tested. Increasing the stiffness with small percentages for all phases leads to marginal performance gains. The inverse happens for decreasing the stiffness. Skewing the phase-specific stiffness to completely regressive or progressive does not seem to significantly influence performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step no.:</th>
<th>1-10</th>
<th>11-20</th>
<th>21-30</th>
<th>31-40</th>
<th>41-50</th>
<th>51-60</th>
<th>$T_{f_{\text{in}}} [s]$</th>
<th>$T_{f_{\text{fin}}} [%]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_{r_{\text{opt}}} : [\text{kNm}^{-1}]$</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>34.1$^1$</td>
<td>14.55</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{\text{test}} :$</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>14.62</td>
<td>+0.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>14.58</td>
<td>+0.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>14.52</td>
<td>-0.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td>-0.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>14.57</td>
<td>+0.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>14.55</td>
<td>+0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>14.54</td>
<td>-0.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>+10%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>14.54</td>
<td>-0.08%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: The sensitivity of the performance of the ASLIP model to small deviations in the phase-specific stiffness.
Sprinting performance of the ASLIP model is not strongly influenced by change in spring stiffness only. It does seem that in general the model is performing better with a globally regressive phase-specific stiffness. Furthermore, a stiffer spring performs better than a compliant one. The optimisation is sensitive to local minima. However, a slight regressive stiffness trend can be observed for all optima. It must be noted that this analysis is performed while all other parameters are kept fixed. The found optimal stiffnesses did indeed not lead to significant changes in gait pattern. They are therefore to be seen as optima that hold only for the contact angles that are imposed on this model.

\[\text{The model finishes in 50 steps with the optimal reference stiffness. Because it is required to define an initial stiffness guess for at least 60 steps, the remaining 10 steps are taken equal to the preceding 10 steps.}\]
Discussion

The Actuated Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (ASLIP) model proposed in this research is capable of qualitatively describing amputee sprinting motion. The work done shows that a simple active spring-mass model can predict the CoM motion and gait pattern of amputee sprinters accurately and effectively. The model is remarkably stable and has the key characteristics of human sprinting, namely: low vertical CoM displacement, low touchdown angles and step sizes and frequencies inside the physiologically feasible range of $1.7 \, \text{m} \leq L_{\text{step}} \leq 2.2 \, \text{m}$ and $1.7 \, \text{Hz} \leq F_{\text{step}} \leq 2.2 \, \text{Hz}$ respectively [15, 19]. The ASLIP model furthermore enabled the use of numerical optimisation methods to test the effect of prosthetic properties on sprinting performance. The simulations revealed that introducing phase-specific stiffness will lead to a reduction of finishing time of the model.

In general, the model performed better with a higher spring stiffness. With a phase-specific stiffness of every 10 steps the model is able to achieve even faster finishing times. Furthermore, it seemed that all of the found phase-specific optima have a similar stiffness trend: the stiffness is highest during initial acceleration and lowest towards the end of the race. Although these optima did not lead to faster acceleration, they did result in a higher top speed. The model seemed to be able to prolong acceleration with a higher spring stiffness. The simplicity of the spring-mass model additionally allowed for an investigation of parameter sensitivity and interdependency. This analysis showed that optimal phase-specific stiffness is most sensitive to input parameters such as the imposed touchdown angle and actuator force.

Recently, it has been suggested that the optimal stiffness is largely dependent on gait phase and amputee sprinting performance might be impaired by constant prosthetic stiffness [34]. In addition, it has been shown that in general athletes can benefit from a stiffer prosthesis at the start and a more compliant one towards the end of a race [13, 35]. The results of this research support these findings and augment them by showing that touchdown angle and force application are important determinants of optimal stiffness. However, despite that there is compelling evidence that higher stiffness will lead to faster acceleration [13, 23, 34], the model does not substantiate this. In fact, the model even predicts an slightly inverse relationship between stiffness and acceleration. It thus seems that the simple active spring-mass model does not completely explain the underlying mechanisms that cause amputee sprinting performance.

It must be stressed that the validity of the ASLIP model has its bounds. Firstly, the active spring-mass model is not a quantitative description of amputee sprinting. Although input parameters are taken within physiological limits [1, 32, 36], the model does not include detailed descriptions of leg segments or muscle dynamics and its results can therefore not be transferred to the physical world without critically reviewing them. Secondly, the ASLIP model is not actually an active bouncing system, but a concatenation of active and passive systems. In other words, the active and elastic elements of the ASLIP model never act together: there is no direct effect of the actuator on the spring or vice versa. This can explain the effect of phase-specific stiffness on acceleration and top speed. In addition, the model does not distinguish between leg and prosthetic stiffness. In actuality, the leg muscles are mechanically coupled to the prosthetic device and the total perceived stiffness is the combination of leg stiffness and mechanical prosthetic stiffness [24, 28, 37]. Nonetheless, the predictions made by the model do give an indication of where and how to gain sprinting performance and provides insight into
the relationships between relevant performance parameters.

The evidence presented indicates that amputee sprinting performance is not determined by a single parameter alone. The optimal stiffness depends on the combination of multiple gait phase dependent parameters, e.g. touchdown angle, muscle force, force angle and CoM velocity. Because these parameters change per gait phase [11] it is clear that the mechanical properties of prosthetic sprinting devices should too. Furthermore, it needs to be taken into account that a change in sprinting gait might be required in order to fully benefit from phase-specific spring stiffness. During acceleration, amputee athletes might be able to achieve even sharper touchdown angles with phase-specific stiffness, possible resulting in a smoother and faster ride with step frequencies higher than what is currently seen. Regardless, the introduction of phase-specific stiffness alone can already result in $0.1 \pm 0.05s$ reduction of finishing time, which is a significant performance benefit in the 100m sprint. On its own, this is already a strong indication that more is to be gained in this direction. However, before Running-Specific Prostheses with phase-specific stiffness can be developed, more research is necessary to better understand the underlying mechanisms that determine amputee sprinting performance.

Two additions to the ASLIP model are recommended that could directly improve the accuracy of the predictions and provide further answers to the main question:

1. Implementing a mechanical coupling between the spring and actuator. Such a coupling would add independent parameters to the problem and would therefore increase the complexity of the model. However, this extension of the model could also provide a deeper insight on the effect of stiffness on sprinting performance.

2. Implementing constraints on spatiotemporal parameters. For this thesis the parameter space of the optimisation was kept small in order to achieve realistic outputs and reduce computational costs. With higher computing power combined with appropriate constraints that constrain spatiotemporal parameters such as step size, frequency and/or vertical displacement of the CoM to within physiological limits, it is possible to investigate the true potential of phase-specific stiffness.

The applicability of forward dynamic modelling does not stop with these additions alone. The simplicity and effectiveness of forward dynamic models such as the ASLIP model make them very well suited for sports engineering research. The modelling approach as a research and design tool is promising and much more versatile than presented in this thesis.
Conclusion

Gait phase-specific stiffness of sprinting prostheses leads to enhanced performance in a forward dynamic model of amputee sprinting. The simple active spring-mass model proposed in this thesis is successful in describing the general features of amputee sprinting. This implies that amputee sprinting motion can be approximated by an active bouncing system. The model predicts a significant reduction in finishing time for a gait phase-specific spring stiffness in comparison to a constant stiffness. Generally, the optimal phase-stiffness is higher during start and acceleration as compared to steady state. However, this is not due to faster acceleration, but a higher top speed. Although these predictions made by the model should not be blindly taken over by prosthetic manufactures, they do give an indication of the direction for further research. The evidence presented in this thesis suggest that amputee athletes might be able to reduce their sprinting times with prosthetic devices with a regressive phase-specific stiffness. Above all, this thesis proves that acceleration and steady state phases of the 100m sprint require a different prosthetic stiffness. It is very well possible that in the future prosthetic sprinting devices with phase-specific stiffness become the new standard, perhaps even inducing a similar spike in performance as was observed after the introduction of carbon running-specific prostheses.
Figure A.1: A schematic top view of the camera setup used during the filming of the 100m sprint of three amputee athletes at Papendal. The motion was captured from the side.
### Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step no.</th>
<th>$F_a$ [BW]</th>
<th>$\gamma$ [°]</th>
<th>$\alpha_i$ [°]</th>
<th>Step no.</th>
<th>$F_a$ [BW]</th>
<th>$\gamma$ [°]</th>
<th>$\alpha_i$ [°]</th>
<th>Step no.</th>
<th>$F_a$ [BW]</th>
<th>$\gamma$ [°]</th>
<th>$\alpha_i$ [°]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1: The step-dependent simulation parameters used to validate the proposed ASLIP model. Angle $\alpha_i$ was measured in the motion analysis. Force $F_a$ and force angle $\gamma$ were taken close to common values reported in literature [1, 32] and fine-tuned in order to achieve a stability and motion comparable to the filmed data (see Chapter 3).
### Table B.2: The initial contact angles that were taken as initial guess for the optimisation problem of Section 4.2.2. Other parameters as reported in Table B.1 above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step no.</th>
<th>$\alpha_{i0}$ [°]</th>
<th>Step no.</th>
<th>$\alpha_{i0}$ [°]</th>
<th>Step no.</th>
<th>$\alpha_{i0}$ [°]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>21-22</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>41-42</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>23-24</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>43-44</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>25-26</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>45-46</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>27-28</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>47-48</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>29-30</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>49-50</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-12</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>31-32</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>51-52</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-14</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>33-34</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>53-54</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-16</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>35-36</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>55-56</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-18</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>37-38</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>57-58</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-20</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>39-40</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>59-60</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Matlab Code

The fundamental scripts that are used for this thesis can be found below. The author can be asked for the complete set of scripts.

C.1. SLIP Model

```matlab
% Govert van der Gun, #4512235
% RUNME PASSIVE SLIP - 2DOF - ODE

clc
clearvars
close all

% constant properties of the body, spring and actuator
m=64; % mass of body in [kg]
g=9.81; % gravitational force field [N/kg]
l0=0.9; % resting spring length [m] (measured from Levi = 0.4m)
k=2; k=k*10000; % stiffness in [N/m]

% initial contact angles [deg]
a0=ain(1); % initial leg angle [rad]
b0=-5; b0=b0*(pi/180); % angle of velocity wrt hor. [deg] neg.=clockwise
v0=6; % velocity of CoM [m/s]

% Pre-processing
% Running time
$t0=0; % start time [s]$
tend=40; % maximum time to simulate [s]
xend=100; % maximum distance to simulate in [m]
steps=60; % maximum number of steps to simulate [-]

% Initial conditions
$\alpha0=ain(1); % initial leg angle [rad]$
b0=-5; b0=b0*(pi/180); % angle of velocity wrt hor. [deg] neg.=clockwise
$v0=6; % velocity of CoM [m/s]$

% due to spring angle at initial contact
$y0=l0*\sin(b0); % y-comp. of resting spring length [m]$

% due to spring angle at initial contact
$dx0=v0*\cos(b0); % initial x-velocity [m/s]$
$dy0=v0*\sin(b0); % initial y-velocity [m/s]$

% pre-allocate memory
tn=[t0];
dynN=[x0 y0 dx0 dy0];
FmN=[0];
aN=[0];
ien=1;
lsn=[l0];
```
Xgcp=zeros(steps+1,1);

% error check
if y0<=y0
    msg = 'Variable "y0" must be larger than variable "ys0". Start model in air.';
else
    error(msg)
end

% Simulation
% looping through ODE solvers using different diff. eq. for each phase
% switch is initiated by Event Location functions
for s=1:steps
    yn0=[x0; y0; dx0; dy0]; % initial conditions in vector
    tspan=[t0 tend]; % time span in vector
    options=odeset('Events',@(t,yn) AtoC(t,yn,ls0,ain(s))); % call to event location function
    [t, dyn, y0] = ode45(@(t,yn) aerial(t,yn,g), [t0 tend], yn0, options); % solve until event
    xgcp=dyn(size1,1)+abs(ls0*cos(ain(s))); Xgcp(s+1)=xgcp; % calculate and add current xgcp ...
    to array
    F0N=zeros(length(dyn(:,1)),1); % save *null* force for power calc.
    an=zeros(length(dyn(:,1)),1); % save *null* angle for force calc.
    tn=[tn; t(2:end)]; % append run time
    dynN=[dynN; dyn(2:end,:)]; % append states
    FsN=[FsN; F0N(3:end)]; % append spring forces
    aN=[aN; an(3:end)]; % append leg angles
    ie=length(tn); ien=[ien; ie]; % memorise and append event index
    lsn=[lsn; repmat(ls0(length(t)),1,1)]; % append current spring length
end
% end conditions are new initial conditions
x0=dyn(end,1);
y0=dyn(end,2);
dx0=dyn(end,3);
dy0=dyn(end,4);
% end time is new initial time
t0=t(end);

% repeat for contact phase
yn0=[x0; y0; dx0; dy0];
tspan=[t0 tend];
options=odeset('Events',@(t,yn) CtoA(t,yn,ls0,xgcp));
[t, dyn, y0] = ode45(@(t,yn) contact(t,yn,k,m,g,ls0,xgcp), [t0 tend], yn0, options);

xloc=dyne(1:end,1)-xgcp; % local x-position [m]
cls=sqrt(xloc(1:end).^2+dyne(1:end,2).^2); % current spring length [m]
Fsn=k*repmat(ls0,length(dyn(:,1)),1)-cls); % save spring force for power calc. [N]
an=atan(dyne(:,2)./xloc); % leg angle during contact [rad]

% break statement if runner has passed finish
if x0==xend
    break
end

% Post processing
T=tn; % time vector
X=dynN(:,1); % x-position CoM
Y=dynN(:,2); % y-position CoM
C.1. SLIP Model

\[
D_X = \text{dynN}(t, , 3); \quad \% \text{x-velocity CoM}
\]

\[
D_Y = \text{dynN}(t, , 4); \quad \% \text{y-velocity CoM}
\]

\begin{verbatim}
function dyn = contact(t, yn, k, m, ls0, xgcp)
    \% Govert van der Gun, \#4512235
    \% equations of motion contact phase - 2DOF
    x = yn(1);
    y = yn(2);
    dx = yn(3);
    dy = yn(4);
    xloc=x-xgcp; \% local x-position [m]
    if xloc<0 \% true if x-pos CoM before xgcp
        a=atan(y/xloc)+pi;
    elseif xloc==0 \% true if x-pos CoM equals xgcp
        a=0.5*pi;
    elseif xloc>0 \% true if x-pos CoM after xgcp
        a=atan(y/xloc);
    end
    ls=sqrt(y^2+xloc^2); \% spring length [m]
    ddx=k/m*(ls0-ls)*cos(a);
    ddy=k/m*(ls0-ls)*sin(a)-g;
    dyn=[dx; dy; ddx; ddy];
end
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
function dyn = aerial(t, yn, g)
    \% Govert van der Gun, \#4512235
    \% equations of motion aerial phase - 2DOF
    x = yn(1);
    y = yn(2);
    dx = yn(3);
    dy = yn(4);
    ddx=0;
    ddy=-g;
    dyn=[dx; dy; ddx; ddy];
end
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
function [position, isterminal, direction] = AtoC(t, yn, ls0, ai)
    \% Govert van der Gun, \#4512235
    \% Event location function, forces ODE termination
    x = yn(1);
    y = yn(2);
    dx = yn(3);
    dy = yn(4);
    h=y-ls0*sin(ai); \% remaining height h unti l h=0
    if h
        position = h; \% if zero then:
        isterminal = 1; \% halt integration
        direction = -1; \% can be approached from positive dir. only
    end
end
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
function [position, isterminal, direction] = CtoA(t, yn, ls0, xgcp)
\end{verbatim}
% Govert van der Gun, #451235
% Event location function, forces ODE termination

x = yn(1);
y = yn(2);
dx = yn(3);
dy = yn(4);

xloc=x-xgcp; % local x-position [m]
ls=sqrt(y^2+xloc^2); % spring length [m]
rs=ls0-ls; % remaining spring length until ls0

position = rs; % if zero than:
isterminal = 1; % halt integration
direction = 0; % event function can be approached from either direction
end
% constant properties of the body, spring and actuator
m=75; % mass of body in [kg]
g=9.81; % gravitational force field [N/kg]
lcm=1.00; % height of cm
ls0=0.4; % resting spring length [m] (measured from Levi = 0.4m)
lamax=lcm-ls0; % max actuator length [m]
a0=afn(1); % initial leg angle [rad]
cls=ls0-(Fa(1)/k); % initial compression of spring due to Fa [m]
cla=lamax; % initial actuator length [m]
% actuator force angles [deg]
afn=[60; 70; 75; repmat(80,22,1); repmat(85,15,1); repmat(90,20,1)];
afn=afn.*pi/180;
% Pre-processing
global xgcp % declare global value xgcp to be used across all functions
% Running time
t0=0; % start time [s]
tend=25; % maximum time to simulate [s]
xend=100; % maximum distance to simulate in [m]
steps=55; % maximum number of steps to simulate [-]
% Initial conditions
xgcp=0; % initial x-position of Ground Contact Point [m]
a0=afn(1); % initial leg angle [rad]
cls=ls0-(Fa(1)/k); % initial compression of spring due to Fa [m]
cla=lamax; % initial actuator length [m]
x0=(cls+lamax)*cos(a0); % initial x-position [m]
y0=(cls+lamax)*sin(a0); % initial y-position [m]
dx0=0; % initial x-velocity [m/s]
dy0=0; % initial y-velocity [m/s]
% pre-allocate memory
tn=[10];
dynN=[x0 y0 dx0 dy0];
FaN=[Fa(1)];
FaN=[0];
ten=[ ];
yen=[ ];
iem=[ ];
lsn=[cls];
lan=[cla];
Xgcp=zeros(steps+1,1);
for s=1:steps
 yn0=[x0; y0; dx0; dy0]; % initial conditions in vector
tspan=[t0 tend]; % time span in vector
options=odeset (’Events’, @(t,yn) CAtoCP(t,yn,cls(end),lamax)); % call to event location ... function
[t, dyn, te, ye, ] = ode45 (@( t, yn) contactA(t,yn,Fa(s),m,g,afn(s),rho,Cd,A),tspan,yn0,options); % solve until event
xloc=dyn(1:end,1)-xgcp; % local x-position [m]
cla=sqrt (xloc(1:end,1).^2-dyn(1:end,2).^2)-cls(end); % current actuator length
Fn= repmat (Fa(s),length(dyn(:,1)),1); % save actuator force for power calc.
F0n=zeros(length(dyn(:,1)),1); % save *nul* force for power calc.

end

% switch is initiated by Event Location functions
% t, dyn, te, ye = ode45 (@(t,yn) CPtoA(t,yn,ls0));
% contactP(t,yn,l,m,g,ls0,cla(end),rho,Cd,A,tspan,yn0,options);

% for is Contact Phase
yn0=[x0; y0; dx0; dy0];
tspan=[t0 tend];
options=odeset (’Events’, @(t,yn) CPtoA(t,yn,ls0));
[t, dyn, te, ye, ] = ode45 (@( t, yn) contactP(t,yn,l,m,g,ls0,cla(end),rho,Cd,A),tspan,yn0,options);

% t0=t(end);

% repeat for passive contact phase 2
yn0=[x0; y0; dx0; dy0];
tspan=[t0 tend];
options=odeset (’Events’, @(t,yn) CPtoA(t,yn,ls0));
[t, dyn, te, ye, ] = ode45 (@( t, yn) contactP(t,yn,l,m,g,ls0,cla(end),rho,Cd,A),tspan,yn0,options);

% save nul* force for power calc.

% for is Aerial Phase
yn0=[x0; y0; dx0; dy0];
tspan=[t0 tend];
options=odeset (’Events’, @(t,yn) CPtoA(t,yn,ls0,afn(s)));
[t, dyn, te, ye, ] = ode45 (@( t, yn) aerial(t,yn,g,m,rho,Cd,A),tspan,yn0,options);

% F0n=zeros(length(dyn(:,1)),1); % save *nul* force for power calc.

% end conditions are new initial conditions
x0=dyn(end,1);
y0=dyn(end,2);
dx0=dyn(end,3);
dy0=dyn(end,4);

% end time is new initial time
t0=t(end);

% repeat for passive contact phase 2
yn0=[x0; y0; dx0; dy0];
tspan=[t0 tend];
options=odeset (’Events’, @(t,yn) CPtoA(t,yn,ls0));
[t, dyn, te, ye, ] = ode45 (@( t, yn) contactP(t,yn,l,m,g,ls0,cla(end),rho,Cd,A),tspan,yn0,options);

% save nul* force for power calc.

% for is Aerial Phase
yn0=[x0; y0; dx0; dy0];
tspan=[t0 tend];
options=odeset (’Events’, @(t,yn) CPtoA(t,yn,ls0,afn(s)));
[t, dyn, te, ye, ] = ode45 (@( t, yn) aerial(t,yn,g,m,rho,Cd,A),tspan,yn0,options);

% F0n=zeros(length(dyn(:,1)),1); % save *nul* force for power calc.

% end conditions are new initial conditions
x0=dyn(end,1);
y0=dyn(end,2);
dx0=dyn(end,3);
dy0=dyn(end,4);

t0=t(end);

% repeat for passive contact phase 2
yn0=[x0; y0; dx0; dy0];
tspan=[t0 tend];
options=odeset (’Events’, @(t,yn) CPtoA(t,yn,ls0));
[t, dyn, te, ye, ] = ode45 (@( t, yn) contactP(t,yn,l,m,g,ls0,cla(end),rho,Cd,A),tspan,yn0,options);

% save nul* force for power calc.

% for is Aerial Phase
yn0=[x0; y0; dx0; dy0];
tspan=[t0 tend];
options=odeset (’Events’, @(t,yn) CPtoA(t,yn,ls0,afn(s)));
[t, dyn, te, ye, ] = ode45 (@( t, yn) aerial(t,yn,g,m,rho,Cd,A),tspan,yn0,options);

% F0n=zeros(length(dyn(:,1)),1); % save *nul* force for power calc.
C.2. ASLIP Model

136 \( F_{sn} = [F_{sn} \ F_0n(2:end)] \);
137 \( ten = [ten \ \ te] \);
138 \( yen = [yen \ \ ye] \);
139 \( ie = \text{length}(tn) \); \( ien = [ien \ \ ie] \);
140 \( lsn = [lsn \ \ \text{repmat}(cls(end), \text{length}(t)-1,1)] \);
141 \( lan = [lan \ \ \text{repmat}(cla, \text{length}(t)-1,1)] \);
142
143 \( x_0 = \text{dyn}(end,1) \);
144 \( y_0 = \text{dyn}(end,2) \);
145 \( dx_0 = \text{dyn}(end,3) \);
146 \( dy_0 = \text{dyn}(end,4) \);
147 \( t_0 = t(end) \);
148
149 \( x_i = (\text{lam}_i + l_{s0}) \times \cos(\alpha_i) \); \% determine \( x \) at initial contact
150 \( x_{gcp} = x_0 - x_i \); \% determine \( x_{gcp} \)
151 \( X_{gcp}(s+1) = x_{gcp} \); \% add current \( x_{gcp} \) to array
152
153 \% repeat for passive contact phase 1
154 \( y_{n0} = [x_0 \ y_0 \ dx_0 \ dy_0] \);
155 \( ts_b = [t_0 \ \text{tend}] \);
156 \( \text{options} = \text{odeset}('\text{Events}', @(t,yn) \text{CPtoCA}(t,yn)) \);
157 \( t, \text{dyn}, \text{te}, \text{ye}, \) \( = \text{ode}45(@(t,yn) \text{contactP}(t,yn,k,m,g,l_{s0},cla,rho,Cd,A), ts_b, y_{n0}, \text{options}) \);
158
159 \% local \( x \)-position [m]
160 \( x_{loc} = \text{dyn}(1:end,1) - x_{gcp} \); \% local \( x \)-position [m]
161 \( c_{ls} = \sqrt{\text{\( x_{loc}(1:end) \)}^2 + \text{\( \text{dyn}(1:end,2) \)}^2} - c_{la} \); \% current spring + actuator length [m]
162 \( F_{sn} = k \times \text{\( \text{repmat}(l_{s0}, \text{length}(\text{dyn}(:,1)),1) - c_{ls} \)} \); \% save spring force for power calc.
163 \( F_{0n} = \text{zeros}(\text{length}(\text{dyn}(:,1)),1) \); \% save *null* force for power calc.
164
165 \% break statement if runner has passed finish
166 if \( x_0 \geq x_{end} \)
167 break
168 end
169
170 \% Post processing
171 \( T = t_{n} \); \% time vector
172 \( X = \text{dynN}(:,1) \); \% x-position C0M
173 \( Y = \text{dynN}(:,2) \); \% y-position C0M
174 \( DX = \text{dynN}(:,3) \); \% x-velocity C0M
175 \( DY = \text{dynN}(:,4) \); \% y-velocity C0M

---

1 \% function dyn = contactA(t,yn,Fa,m,g,af,rho,Cd,A)
2 \% Govert van der Gun, #4512235
3 \% equations of motion active contact phase - 2DOF
4
5 \( x = \text{yn}(1) \);
6 \( y = \text{yn}(2) \);
7 \( dx = \text{yn}(3) \);
8 \( dy = \text{yn}(4) \);
9
10 Fd=1/2*rho*dx^2*Cd*A; \% aerodynamic drag
11
12 ddxFa=Fa/m*cos(af)-Fd/m;
13 ddyxFa=Fa/m*sin(af)-g;
function dyn = contactP(t,yn,k,m,g,ls0,cal,rho,Cd,A) 
% Govert van der Gun, #4512235 
% equations of motion passive contact phase - 2DOF 
global xgcp 
x = yn(1); 
y = yn(2); 
dx = yn(3); 
dy = yn(4); 
Fd=1/2*rho*dx^2*Cd*A; % aerodynamic drag 
xloc=x-xgcp; % local x-position [m] 
% leg angle alpha [rad] 
if xloc<0 % true if x-pos QM before xgcp 
a=atan(y/xloc)+pi; 
elseif xloc==0 % true if x6-pos QM equals xgcp 
a=0.5*pi; 
elseif xloc>0 % true if x-pos QM after xgcp 
a=atan(y/xloc); 
end 
ls=sqrt(y^2+xloc^2)-cal; % spring length [m] 
ddx=k/m*(ls0-ls)*cos(a)-Fd/m; 
ddy=k/m*(ls0-ls)*sin(a)*g; 
dyn=[dx; dy; ddx; ddy]; 
end 

function dyn = aerial(t,yn,g,m,rho,Cd,A) 
% Govert van der Gun, #4512235 
% equations of motion aerial phase - 2DOF 
x = yn(1); 
y = yn(2); 
dx = yn(3); 
dy = yn(4); 
Fd=1/2*rho*dx^2+Cd*A; % aerodynamic drag 

function [position,isterminal,direction] = AtoCP(t,yn,lamin,ls0,ai) 
% Govert van der Gun, #4512235 
% Event location function, forces ODE termination 
x = yn(1); 
y = yn(2); 
dx = yn(3); 
dy = yn(4); 
h=y-(lamin+ls0)*sin(ai); % remaining height h untill h=0 
position = h; % if zero then: 
isterminal = 1; % halt integration
C.2. ASLIP Model

```matlab
function [position, isterminal, direction] = CPtoA(t, yn, lamax, ls0)
% Event location function, forces ODE termination

global xgcp

x = yn(1);
y = yn(2);
dx = yn(3);
dy = yn(4);

xloc=x-xgcp; % local x-position [m]
ls=sqrt(y^2+xloc^2)-lamax; % spring length [m]
srl=ls0-ls; % remaining spring length until ls0

position = srl; % if zero than:
isterminal = 1; % halt integration
direction = -1; % event function must be decreasing

end
```

```matlab
function [position, isterminal, direction] = CAtoCP(t, yn, lsn, lamax)
% Event location function, forces ODE termination

global xgcp

x = yn(1);
y = yn(2);
dx = yn(3);
dy = yn(4);

xloc=x-xgcp; % local x-position [m]
rla=sqrt(y^2+xloc^2)-lsn-lamax; % remaining length la until lamax

position = rla; % if zero than:
isterminal = 1; % halt integration
direction = 1; % can be approached from either direction

end
```

```matlab
function [position, isterminal, direction] = CPtoCA(t, yn)
% Event location function, forces ODE termination

x = yn(1);
y = yn(2);
dx = yn(3);
dy = yn(4);

position = dy; % if zero than:
isterminal = 1; % halt integration
direction = 1; % event function must be increasing

end
```
C.3. Optimisation

```matlab
% Run file for optimisation of RUNME ode
% Govert van der Gun, 4512235
% the functions RMsimu and RMeval that are called to in this script are % basically the same as the ASLIP RUNME file.

clc
close all
clearvars

%% Fixed parameters
m=75; % mass of body in [kg]
g=9.81; % gravitational force field [N/kg]
lcm=1.00; % height of GM Levi [m]
l=0.4; % resting spring length [m] (measured from Levi = 0.4m)
lamax=4cm; % max actuator length [m]
lamin=lamax*0.75; % min actuator length [m] (ratio measured from Powell = 1/45)
Cd=1; % drag coefficient of person standing upright
rho=1.225; % air density [kg/m^3]

%% pre-determined physiological properties:
Fa=[2; repmat(1.7,5,1); repmat(1.6,4,1); repmat(1.5,50,1)]; Fa=Fa*m*g;

%% Initial conditions & simulation parameters
global xgcp
xgcp=0; % initial x-position of Ground Contact Point [m]
dx0=0; % initial x-velocity [m/s]
dy0=0; % initial y-velocity [m/s]

% Simulation parameters
t0=0; % start time [s]
tend=20; % maximum time to simulate [s]
xend=100; % maximum distance to simulate in [m]
steps=60; % maximum number of steps to simulate [-]
simpars=[t0; tend; xend; steps];

%% Initial guess of free variables
% stiffness in [N/m]
K0=[30; 30; 30; 30; 30; 30]; K0=K0+1e3; % starting stiffness
Kmin=[24; 24; 24; 24; 24]; Kmin=Kmin+1e3; % lower bound stiffness
Kmax=[36; 36; 36; 36; 36]; Kmax=Kmax+1e3; % upper bound stiffness
lk=length(K0); % amount of stiffnesses
spk=steps/lk; % how many steps per k value
```

---

44 C. Matlab Code
C.3. Optimisation

% group starting points and constraints of inputs/free variables
est0 = [K0]; % initial guess
min0 = [K_min]; % bounds min
max0 = [K_max]; % bounds max
len = [lk; spk]; % lengths and steps per input (if less inputs than steps)

% optimisation algorithm and options
tic
fcn = @(inp) RMsimu(inp, Fa, afn, ain, len, con, init, simpar); % set criterion function
options = optimoptions('patternsearch', 'UseParallel', true, 'UseCompletePoll', true, ...
    'UseVectorized', false, 'MeshTolerance', 1e-6);

optim = patternsearch(fcn, est0, [], [], [], min0, max0); % run optimisation with input ...

% evaluation
Kopt = optim(1:lk); % separate optimised variables

% evaluate outcome with found optimum (for plotting)
[tn, dynN, ien, yen, F, L, Xgcp] = RMeval(Kopt, Fa, afn, ain, len, con, init, simpar);

% remove variables that are not used in optimisation
s = ceil(length(ien)/4); % amount of steps taken by model
iopt = ceil(s/spk); % index of the lst optimised inputs
Kopt = Kopt(1:iopt(1)); % limit optim. vectors to the last optimised value

% display results
% find first index where X is great or equal than xend
if dynN(end, 1) >= xend_A & & all(dynN(1:ifin, 2) >= dy0) % athlete has finished (no y<0 and x>100)
    Tfin = tn(ifin); % finish time is time at this index
    fprintf('The finish time is %.3f s with phase-specific (every %d steps) stiffness: ...
        \n', Tfin, spk);
    Kopt = ...
else % athlete has not finished
    ifin = length(dynN); % ifin is the max length of results
    disp('Athlete did not finish. Try different initial conditions');
end

% post processing
T = tn; % time vector
X = dynN(:, 1); % x-position CoM
Y = dynN(:, 2); % y-position CoM
DX = dynN(:, 3); % x-velocity CoM
DY = dynN(:, 4); % y-velocity CoM
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